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Summary information

Repository: Fashion Institute of Technology-SUNY, Gladys Marcus Library,
Special Collections

Title: Arsho Baghsarian shoe design collection, 1963-2008

ID: SC.211

Date: 1963-2008 (date of creation)

Physical description: 75.95 linear feet

Language: English

Dates of creation,
revision and deletion:

Administrative history / Biographical sketch

Note

Arsho Baghsarian was born in Turkey to Armenian parents and immigrated to the United States in 1957,
during her teen years, eager to study design. She would receive her Bachelor of Fine Arts degree with
honors in fashion design From the Pratt Institute in New York in 1962.
That same year, after she competed in a competition for best student fashion design among the top ten
fashion students in the country and received the prestigious annual N.Y. Fashion Designer Celanese
Award, Baghsarian briefly designed sportswear on 7th Avenue. However, a phone call from former
professor Laura Tosato Busgang was the catalyst that caused the young woman, who during adolescence
had cut out and laced cardboard soles with bright ribbons, to begin what would become a successful
career spanning more than forty-five years in the footwear industry. The phone call concerned a position
with Genesco that was designed to reinvigorate it Christian Dior, a position Baghsarian gladly accepted in
1963. Six months later the Christian Dior division of Genesco merged with I Miller, another division of
Genesco. Baghsarian took over design for the new label until 1969. Before leaving the label and pursuing
other projects within the footwear industry, Baghsarian received the Pellon Award, as well as won the
Leather Industries of America’s American Shoe Designer Award in the women’s best footwear category
in 1968.
From 1969 to 1971, Baghsarian designed for Andrew Geller’s Etcetera & Adlib lines. After she teamed up
with Jerry Miller and helped design his Margaret Jerrold and Shoe Biz lines. (Jerry Miller’s grandfather
founded I. Miller, which he worked for until I. Miller was bought by Genesco and he started his own line.)
She credits her fifteen years at the company as having a huge influence on her career years at the company
run by Jerry Miller—credits him as having huge influence on her career since Miller’s Margaret Jerrold,
Shoe Strings and Shoe Biz lines had her creating footwear in factories around the world from Spain to
Italy to France and even becoming the first company to make fashion sandals at a price in mainland
China. Miller was so impressed by Arsho’s work he created the Arsho for Shoe Biz label. The title of the
line was fitting for a designer who did not remain behind the scenes and preferred instead to present her
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designs at trunk shows, such as at Lord & Taylor and Bonwit Teller and be on a first-name basis with
customers.
In 1986 until 2008, Baghsarian designed for Stuart Weitzman & Company. During this time she also
designed a couture line under the Arsho label, however, her talent led to Weitzman awarding her the
label Arsho for Stuart Weitzman. She became the first full-time designer he collaborated with on his
collection, which was not limited to casual stretch shoes, thongs, sneakers, mules, clogs, fur and mouton
boots, bridal shoes and evening footwear complete with with pave stones and jeweled architectural heels.
Within the company, Baghsarian was able to fully express her creativity, whether displaying her affinity
for whimsical designs or her taste for glamor.
In January 2008, Baghsarian retired from the footwear industry and was inducted into Footwear News
Hall of Fame. She now divides her time between Manhattan and Southhampton with her husband of more
than forty years, fashion photographer and sculptor Avedis Baghsarian. Despite her retirement, she admits
she will never stop designing.

Scope and content

Donated in March 2009, the Arsho Baghsarian shoe design collection comprises approximately 26 cubic
feet (14 cubic feet for the sketches and 12 cubic feet for the sample shoes and embellishments). The
collection contains 561 shoe prototypes (210 total pairs and 141 total single shoes), 9 original boxes, 4
accessories (2 pairs of Shin-Shams) and 4752 design sketches, some handbags but mostly shoes shown
in profile. Many, especially during the later part of her career are sketch copies since the originals remain
at the factory. The original sketches are done in pencil, ink and gouache and photocopied. Additionally,
there are numerous fabric and leather swatches, samples of ornament and color charts, roughly 102 pattern
pieces, 224 advertisements primarily from The New York Times and Footwear News, 47 photographs
primarily from the Margaret Jerrold retrospective exhibition held at Lord and Taylor in 1982, assorted
press clippings, and 43 spiral-bound shoe forecasts from the 1950’s and 1960’s from the Mademoiselle
Shoe Company. This is undoubtedly an important collection due in part to Baghsarian’s artistry and
sculptural sensibility. She was able to utilize and craft a wide variety of materials to produce throughout
the world during a career that spanned more than forty years from 1963 through 2008. The range of
materials makes the collection an important tool for conservation, while the collection of design sketches,
actual shoe prototypes and marketing, sometimes in publications that have greatly transformed or no
longer exist, gives students a sense of art marketing and fashion history.

Notes

Title notes

Location of originals

The Library of the Fashion Institute of Technology, Department of Special Collections and FIT
Archives, 27th St. at 7th Ave., NY, NY, USA, 10001
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Restrictions on access

Access is open to researchers by appointment at the Fashion Institute of Technology Library,
Department of Special Collections and FIT Archives.

Conditions governing use

The Department of Special Collections and FIT Archives does not own copyright for all material held
in its physical custody. It is the researcher's obligation to abide by and satisfy copyright law (http://
www.copyright.gov/title17/92chap1.html#108) when copying or using materials (including digital
materials) found in or made available from the department. When possible, the department will inform
a researcher about the copyright status of material, the researcher's obligations with regard to such
material, and, wherever possible, the owner or owners of the copyrights. Any and all reproduction of
originals is at the archivist's discretion.

Other notes

• Publication status: Published
• Level of detail: Full

Access points

• Footwear (subject)
• Women's shoes (subject)
• Pumps (Shoes) (subject)
• Platform shoes (subject)
• original color sketches (subject)
• Sandals (subject)
• wedges (subject)
• flats (subject)
• Ballet slippers (subject)
• Boots (subject)
• Sneakers (subject)
• Loafers (Shoes) (subject)
• Belts (Clothing) (subject)
• Clutch bags (subject)
• Handbags (subject)
• Lace bobbins (subject)
• Canvas (subject)
• Textured woven fabrics (subject)
• Velvet (subject)
• Silk (subject)
• Leather (subject)
• calf (subject)
• lamb skin (subject)
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• Bulky heels (subject)

Series descriptions

Series SC.211.1: Arsho Baghsarian shoe sketches, 1963-2008
Creator: Baghsarian, Arsho

Date: 1963-2008 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Donated in March 2009 and currently housed in 9 boxes and 163 folders, the volume of Arsho
Baghsarian shoe design sketch series is approximately 14 cubic feet (approximately 24000 sketches),
which covers the complete output of Arsho Baghsarian from 1963 to 2008.
The series starts with a red pump sketch for Christian Dior dated back to 1963. This sketch is also
the only Dior shoe sketch in this collection. Most original sketches are from 1960s to 1990s, which
involve brands such as I.Miller, Andrew Geller, Shoebiz, and Arsho for Shoebiz. The original sketches
were done in pencil, ink and gouache. The sketches for Stuart Weitzman (including Stuart Weitzman,
Stuart, Arsho for Stuart Weitzman) account for approximately two-thirds of this series. Since the
original sketches especially those in Arsho’s late career remain in the factory, the sketches of this part
in the collection are photocopies. Arsho devotes her entire career and talents to shoe designs. She has
designed the full spectrum of women’s footwear: from sandals to boots and from wedding slippers to
sports shoes.
The range of materials makes the series an important tool for conservation, while the collection of
design sketches, actual shoe prototypes and marketing, even those in publications that have been
greatly transformed or no longer exist, give students a sense of art marketing and fashion history.

Physical description: 10 boxes (193 folders)

Publication status:

Published

File / item list

Ref code Title Dates Access status Container

Sub-series SC.211.1.1.1: Christian Dior, 1963
Creator: Baghsarian, Arsho

Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

This is the smallest sub-series in the collection, which contains one colorful original sketch. The shoe
is predominantly bright red canvas heel with a gold buckle as decoration.

Physical description: 1 folder (1 sketch)
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Publication status:

Published

File / item list

Ref code Title Dates Access status Container
Item - Sketch for Dior

Sub-series SC.211.1.1.2 - 1.5: I. Miller, 1963-1969
Creator: Baghsarian, Arsho

Date: 1963-1969 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

The I.Miller sub-series contains a total of 691 sketches in 4folders, all of which are original color
sketches. The specific year information is not available in this subseries, but the year range can be
deduced from Arsho Baghsarian’s biography history (she designed for I.Miller from 1963 to 1968).
The shoe types in this subseries include sandals, flats, pumps, thongs, and very few boots. Based
on the dominant shoe forms contained in this subseries, these sketches should belong to spring and
summer seasons.
One of the notable characteristic of this subseries is the wide adoption of bulky heels. The element
is merged into the design of pumps, pump sandals and flats, which gives this subseries a character of
casualness. Additionally, the integration of feminine elements, such as flower and bow ornaments,
endues a mixed quality into this subseries.

Physical description: 4 folders (691 sketches)

Publication status:

Published

File / item list

Ref code Title Dates Access status Container
Item - Sketch for I. Miller

Sub-series SC.211.1.1.6 - 1.9: Andrew Geller, 1969-1970
Creator: Baghsarian, Arsho

Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

The Andrew Geller sub-series contains a total of 756 original color sketches in 6 folders. The year
information is not available in this subseries. Thus, the time range of it is also supplied according
to Baghsarian’s biography history. In this subseries, the shoe types include pumps, flats, sneakers,
sandals and boots.
The sketches in this sub-series feature women day-ware integrating comfort and youthfulness. The
predominantly used element is still the bulky heels, which is merged naturally into the design of
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pumps, pump sandals and flats. Besides that, other decoration elements presented in this sub-series
include the use of vibrant colors, metal buckles and strong color contrast.

Physical description: 6 folders (756 sketches)

Publication status:

Published

File / item list

Sub-series SC.211.1.1.10 - 1.17: Shoebiz, 1971-1986
Creator: Baghsarian, Arsho

Date: 1971-1986 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

The Shoebiz sub-series contains a total of 2837 sketches in 16 folders. Two folders with estimated
date (1970’s and 1980’s) contain the original color sketches. The other 6 folders with inclusive date
information contain the photocopies. Shoebiz features a youthful and feminine product line for women
at all ages and every occasion. Besides that, two sheets of shoe shape designed by Baghsraian can be
found in the folder of 1980’s.
In this sub-series, bulky heels remain to be a significant factor especially in the 1970’s folders. In
addition, the design of platform shoes such as platform sandals and platform pumps in various height
emerge at the early stage of Shoebiz line. Besides that, more diversifications can be found in this
subseries, from the dressy foot ware such as 3 inch high heel pumps and slingbacks, to casual style
such as loafer and wedges. More materials, such as patent leather, multi-color canvas, and feather are
adopted, all of which contributes to the diversity of the Shoebiz sub-series.

Physical description: 16 folders (2837 sketches)

Publication status:

Published

File / item list

Sub-series SC.211.1.1.18 - 1.21: Shoestring, 1979-1982
Creator: Baghsarian, Arsho

Date: 1979-1982 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

The Shoestrings sub-series contains a total of 741 sketches in 7 folders. The folder with an estimated
year (1980’s) contains 82 original sketches, half of which are designs for handbags and the rest are
sketches for platform sandals and pumps. The handbags in this sub-series feature accessory usage
bags such as evening bags and clutches. The rest of the original sketches are mainly the design of
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platform sandals and pumps. Baghsarian’s design for shoes comprise all types of women shoes for
every occasion , which include sandals, flats, sneakers, boots, pumps and some accessories.
The shoes of Shoestring are appropriate for women of all ages, the material of the shoes, the delicate
sequins detail, fragile ribbon ankle straps, friable rope wedge soles and porous canvas and mesh
uppers, and their warm color palette of vibrant red, orange, green, canary yellow, hot pinks, bright
whites and metallic suggest that they are intended for a relatively young consumer group. Baghsarian’s
talent of utilizing various materials into shoe designing is exemplified in this sub-series again. The
materials used in this sub-series include but not limited to calf leather, snake skin leather, suede,
canvas, denim, metallic ornaments. Also, her sense of fashion and feminine characteristic create a
distinct product line.

Physical description: 7 folders (741 sketches)

Publication status:

Published

File / item list

Ref code Title Dates Access status Container
Item - Sketch for Shoestring

Sub-series SC.211.1.1.22 - 1.28: Arsho for Shoebiz, 1979-1986
Creator: Baghsarian, Arsho

Date: 1979-1986 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

The Arsho for Shoebiz contains a total of 594 sketches in 7 folders. As another subordinate product
line in Shoebiz, Arsho for Shoebiz aims at a younger customer group with a lower market price. As the
first product line with Ashro’s name, it bears a special meaning in Arsho’s career.
The sketches of this sub-series are original. This product line contains women footware for all
occasions. One feature contained in this sub-series is the hand-woven shoes. Recalled by Arsho, during
shoebiz period, these delicate hand-woven shoes were manufactured by their French cooperators,
which were very popular among their customers at that time.

Physical description: 7 folders (594 sketches)

Publication status:

Published

File / item list

Sub-series SC.211.1.1.29 - 1.50: Arsho for Stuart, 1987-1995
Creator: Baghsarian, Arsho

Date: 1987-1995 (date of creation)
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Scope and content:

The Arsho for Stuart sub-series contains a total of 1975 sketches in 22 folders. Compare to other sub-
series in the series, Arsho for Stuart houses the most colorful sketches, whose amount is approximately
1000 in total.
As a subordinate product line in Stuart Weitzman, Arsho for Stuart aimed to target a younger and
more diverse consumer group. A variety of feminine characteristics are employed in this sub-series.
Ornaments such as lace decorations and ribbon bows are widely used. The functionality valued by
Arsho is also represented in this sub-series. The design of high-heel shoes accounts for a very small
portion in the sub-series. The feminine quality is realized by the combination of delicate details and
textiles.

Physical description: 22 folders (1975 sketches)

Publication status:

Published

File / item list

Sub-series SC.211.1.1.51 - 1.129: Stuart Weitzman, 1986-2008
Creator: Baghsarian, Arsho

Date: 1986-2008 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

As the longest period in Arsho Barhsarian’s carrier, this Stuart Weitzman line exists as the biggest
sub-series in this series, which contains a total of 13,597 sketches in 82 folders. The folders of earlier
years (approximately before year 2000) contain original sketches and their copies as well. Most of
the original sketches are drawn in pencil, and a small portion of the original sketches are colorful or
decorated with golden pigment. The original sketches after 2000 are still kept by Stuart Weitzman or
its manufacture - only the copies are kept in this sub-series.
The evolution of shoe styles from 1980’s to now can be found in this sub-series. Various shoe design
elements such as charms, crystals, bows and floral pattern are applied to the shoes targeted for women
in different ages and occasions. The diversity of the textile is one of the most noticeable features in
this sub-series. Materials including calf, lamb skin, canvas, denim and silk are used and combined
creatively and broadly in Arsho’s design.
Another striking feature in this sub-series is the pavé evening shoes line. The elegantly designed
evening shoes decorated with Swarovski crystals is one of the most famous and popular shoe lines in
Arsho’s carrier.

Physical description: 82 folders (13597 sketches)

Publication status:

Published
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File / item list

Sub-series SC.211.1.1.130 - 1.163: Stuart, 1987-1996
Creator: Baghsarian, Arsho

Date: 1987-1996 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

The Stuart sub-series contains a total 5344 of sketches in 36 folders. Compared to Stuart Weitzman,
most of its sketches are original, and a great part of which are decorated with watercolor. As a
subordinate product line in Stuart Weitzman, it is aimed at a younger consumer group and designed to
be dressier with a lower price range. Similar to Stuart Weitzman line, Stuart contains shoes types for
various occasions in all seasons.
The principle of practicality also succeeds in Stuart line as well. Just as Arsho states that “shoes are
designed for walking, not for displaying or fashion show”. Most of shoes styles in this sub-series are
from flats to mid-heel height.

Physical description: 36 folders (5344 sketches)

Publication status:

Published

File / item list

Sub-series SC.211.1.10.1: Shoe Design Graphics
Creator: Baghsarian, Arsho

Date: 1963-2008 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

This series contains two original color sketches in total. According to Arsho Baghsarian, she went
to the library of Metropolitan to look for design ideas in her leisure time. She recorded the graphics
which look special and appropriate for shoes and colored them when she came home. Some of those
graphics are employed later on her shoes.

Physical description: 1 folder (2 sketches)

Publication status:

Published

File / item list

Series SC.211.2: Shoe Textiles
Creator: Baghsarian, Arsho
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Date: 1963-2008 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

A small series of textile is donated with shoe sketches. The textile contained in the series includes
leather pieces, fabric pieces, braded strips in various textiles, fur pieces, bronze charms, Swarovski
crystals, silk cubes and feather samples housed in 70 Polaroid sleeves in eight folders.
The materials are gradually collected by Arsho Baghsarian in her work. Some of these are provided by
textile suppliers with detailed color codes and item numbers. Others are collected by Arsho herself. It
is surprising to find that textiles with such a variety can be applied on shoe design.

Physical description: 8 folders (70 Polaroid sleeves)

Publication status:

Published

File / item list

Series SC.211.3: Shoes
Creator: Baghsarian, Arsho

Date: 1963-2008 (date of creation)

Physical description: 570 shoes

Publication status:

Published

File / item list

Ref code Title Dates Access status Container

Sub-series SC.211.3.1: Christian Dior, 1963
Creator: Baghsarian, Arsho

Date: 1963 (date of creation)

Physical description: 3 shoes (3 singles)

Publication status:

Published

File / item list

Ref code Title Dates Access status Container
SC.211.3.1.1 Item - Christian Dior green embroidered

slingback pump
1963
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SC.211.3.1.2 Item - Christian Dior green and yellow
slingback pump

1963

SC.211.3.1.3 Item - Christian Dior red embroidered
slingback pump

1963

Sub-series SC.211.3.2: I. Miller, 1963-1969
Creator: Baghsarian, Arsho

Date: 1963-1969 (date of creation)

Physical description: 43 shoes (20 pairs, 3 singles)

Publication status:

Published

File / item list

Ref code Title Dates Access status Container
SC.211.3.2.1 Item - I. Miller blue slingbacks with

square heels, silver detailing
1963-1969

SC.211.3.2.2 Item - I. Miller beige, pink, and yellow
slingback pumps with small stones

1963-1969

SC.211.3.2.3 Item - I. Miller hot pink leather shoes
with clear stones

1963-1969

SC.211.3.2.4 Item - I. Miller orange patent leather shoe
with metal plate on front

1963-1969

SC.211.3.2.5 Item - I. Miller brown patent leather
shoes with clear lucite heels

1963-1969

SC.211.3.2.6 Item - I. Miller brown satin shoe with
clear stone detailing

1963-1969

SC.211.3.2.7 Item - I. Miller purple, brown, and teal
suede striped sandal

1963-1969

SC.211.3.2.8 Item - I. Miller purple and green suede
and mesh flower sandals

1963-1969

SC.211.3.2.9 Item - I. Miller mauve satin heels with
bow and flowers

1963-1969

SC.211.3.2.10 Item - I. Miller orange and red leather
shoes with round heels

1963-1969

SC.211.3.2.11 Item - I. Miller red patent shoes with
green spherical heels

1963-1969

SC.211.3.2.12 Item - I. Miller pink satin pumps with
pink stone embellishment

1963-1969

SC.211.3.2.13 Item - I. Miller turquoise and orange
leather mules with round heels

1963-1969

SC.211.3.2.14 Item - I. Miller yellow leather flats with
purple design

1963-1969

SC.211.3.2.15 Item - I. Miller hot pink leather shoes
with large pink lucite decoration

1963-1969

SC.211.3.2.16 Item - I. Miller metallic pumps with
small stone embellishments

1963-1969

SC.211.3.2.17 Item - I. Miller black satin pumps with
clear stone detailing on heel

1963-1969
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SC.211.3.2.18 Item - I. Miller green pumps with
turquoise heel

1963-1969

SC.211.3.2.19 Item - I. Miller black satin pumps
with ruched bow and small clear stone
detailing

1963-1969

SC.211.3.2.20 Item - I. Miller beige satine pumps with
small clear stone detailing

1963-1969

SC.211.3.2.21 Item - I. Miller brown satin pumps with
red sequin arrow straps

1963-1969

SC.211.3.2.22 Item - I. Miller yellow leather shoes with
purple and blue zig zags

1963-1969

SC.211.3.2.23 Item - I. Miller lucite thongs, heeled
sandals

1963-1969

Sub-series SC.211.3.3: Arsho for Collette
Creator: Baghsarian, Arsho

Date: 1963-1971 (date of creation)

Physical description: 22 shoes (8 pairs, 6 singles)

Publication status:

Published

File / item list

Ref code Title Dates Access status Container
SC.211.3.3.1 Item - Arsho for Collette metallic silver

low pumps with fishnet look
1963-1971

SC.211.3.3.2 Item - Arsho for Collette purple leather
pumps

1963-1971

SC.211.3.3.3 Item - Arsho for Collette red leather heels
with cut outs and bow

1963-1971

SC.211.3.3.4 Item - Arsho for Collette brown crocodile
pump with cut outs and bow

1963-1971

SC.211.3.3.5 Item - Arsho for Collette black and white
leather shoe with low heel

1963-1971

SC.211.3.3.6 Item - Arsho for Collette maroon suede
low heels with leather detailing

1963-1971

SC.211.3.3.7 Item - Arsho for Collette black leather
sandals with colorful geometric design
and magenta wedge

1963-1971

SC.211.3.3.8 Item - Arsho for Collette black leather
sandal with colorful geometric design
and magenta wedge (same as 211.3.3.7,
right shoe)

1963-1971

SC.211.3.3.9 Item - Arsho for Collette brown
snakeskin pumps

1963-1971

SC.211.3.3.10 Item - Arsho for Collette ivory low
wedge

1963-1971

SC.211.3.3.11 Item - Arsho for Collette black leather
peep toe pump with white line detailing

1963-1971
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SC.211.3.3.12 Item - Arsho for Collette white and
brown leather low wedge sandal

1963-1971

SC.211.3.3.13 Item - Arsho for Collette black suede
pumps with silver glitter detailing

1963-1971

SC.211.3.3.14 Item - Arsho for Collette white and beige
stripe strap sandal, low wedge, 2 snap
closure

1963-1971

Sub-series SC.211.3.4: Margaret Jerrold, 1970-1979
Creator: Baghsarian, Arsho

Date: 1970-1979 (date of creation)

Physical description: 19 shoes (8 pairs, 3 singles)

Publication status:

Published

File / item list

Ref code Title Dates Access status Container
SC.211.3.4.1 Item - Margaret Jerrold brown suede

sandals with herringbone wooden
platform wedge

1970-1979

SC.211.3.4.2 Item - Margaret Jerrold metallic silver
and gray suede t-strap pump

1970-1979

SC.211.3.4.3 Item - Margaret Jerrold white suede
oxfords with wood heel

1970-1979

SC.211.3.4.4 Item - Margaret Jerrold metallic silver
slingback heeled sandal pumps

1970-1979

SC.211.3.4.5 Item - Margaret Jerrold red thong sandals
with flat black square base

1970-1979

SC.211.3.4.6 Item - Margaret Jerrold black thong
sandals with flat white square base

1970-1979

SC.211.3.4.7 Item - Margaret Jerrold gold slingback
heeled sandals with mesh embroidered
silver and gold front

1970-1979

SC.211.3.4.8 Item - Margaret Jerrold red, green, and
yellow strap sandals with black platform
wedge

1970-1979

SC.211.3.4.9 Item - Margaret Jerrold purple strap
sandal with flat blue square base

1970-1979

SC.211.3.4.10 Item - Margaret Jerrold red and yellow
strap sandals with yellow platform wedge

1970-1979

SC.211.3.4.11 Item - Margaret Jerrold metallic pink
sandal with wood wedge

1970-1979

Sub-series SC.211.3.5: Shoe Biz, 1971-1986
Creator: Baghsarian, Arsho

Date: 1971-1986 (date of creation)

Physical description: 37 shoes (13 pairs, 11 singles)
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Publication status:

Published

File / item list

Ref code Title Dates Access status Container
SC.211.3.5.1 Item - Shoe Biz red patent leather sandals

with geometric cutouts, black wedge
1971-1986

SC.211.3.5.2 Item - Shoe Biz white and yellow leather
backless low wedges

1971-1986

SC.211.3.5.3 Item - Shoe Biz pale pink leather shoes
with flower cut outs and white foam
wedge

1971-1986

SC.211.3.5.4 Item - Shoe Biz red patent leather peep
toe shoes with ankle buckle, black wedge
with cutout

1971-1986

SC.211.3.5.5 Item - Shoe Biz red and gray snowboot 1971-1986
SC.211.3.5.6 Item - Shoe Biz purple satin

monochromatic embroidered backless
low wedge with disk detail

1971-1986

SC.211.3.5.7 Item - Shoe Biz yellow satin
monochromatic embroidered backless
low wedge with disk detail

1971-1986

SC.211.3.5.8 Item - Shoe Biz metallic leather
slingback sandals with cutouts, low
wedge

1971-1986

SC.211.3.5.9 Item - Shoe Biz metallic leather
slingback sandal with cutouts, low wedge
(same as 211.3.8.9, left foot)

1971-1986

SC.211.3.5.10 Item - Shoe Biz purple suede shoes with
red suede stripes and buckle across top

1971-1986

SC.211.3.5.11 Item - Shoe Biz gold metallic leather
strap high heeled sandals

1971-1986

SC.211.3.5.12 Item - Shoe Biz purple metallic leather
cutout peep toe d'orsay pumps

1971-1986

SC.211.3.5.13 Item - Shoe Biz multicolored snakeskin
pumps

1971-1986

SC.211.3.5.14 Item - Shoe Biz gold chainmail high
heeled three strap sandal

1971-1986

SC.211.3.5.15 Item - Shoe Biz pearlescent chainmail
heeled three strap sandals

1971-1986

SC.211.3.5.16 Item - Shoe Biz high heeled sandal with
white chainmail straps at toe

1971-1986

SC.211.3.5.17 Item - Shoe Biz blue leather slingback
high heeled peep toe pump with mustard
flower, blue leaf detailing, and yellow
slingback

1971-1986

SC.211.3.5.18 Item - Shoe Biz white leather high heeled
sandal with colorful leather straps at toe

1971-1986

SC.211.3.5.19 Item - Shoe Biz red leather backless
sandal with red bow and low heel

1971-1986
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SC.211.3.5.20 Item - Shoe Biz dark gray leather shoe
with silver metallic detailing and low
silver heel

1971-1986

SC.211.3.5.21 Item - Shoe Biz white snakeskin and
black fishnet striped shoe with low white
snakeskin heel

1971-1986

SC.211.3.5.22 Item - Shoe Biz hot pink metallic leather
backless sandal with butterfly applique
and high purple metallic heel

1971-1986

SC.211.3.5.23 Item - Shoe Biz pewter leather sandal
with cutouts and low wedge

1971-1986

SC.211.3.5.24 Item - Shoe Biz metallic pink leather
sandal with cutouts and low wedge

1971-1986

Sub-series SC.211.3.6: Arsho for Super Shoe Biz, 1975-1983
Creator: Baghsarian, Arsho

Date: 1975-1983 (date of creation)

Physical description: 18 shoes (6 pairs, 6 singles)

Publication status:

Published

File / item list

Ref code Title Dates Access status Container
SC.211.3.6.1 Item - Arsho for Super Shoe Biz black,

brown, and silver satin mules with low
wedge

1975-1983

SC.211.3.6.2 Item - Arsho for Super Shoe Biz black,
brown, and silver satin mule with low
wedge (same as 211.3.5.1, right shoe)

1975-1983

SC.211.3.6.3 Item - Arsho for Super Shoe Biz pale
pink, blue, and yellow satin mules with
low wedge

1975-1983

SC.211.3.6.4 Item - Arsho for Super Shoe Biz black,
silver, and bronze satin mule with
geometric pattern, low wedge

1975-1983

SC.211.3.6.5 Item - Arsho for Super Shoe Biz black
and white leather peep toe with red
leather stitches, low wedge

1975-1983

SC.211.3.6.6 Item - Arsho for Super Shoe Biz orange
and mustard leather shoes with white
stitching, low orange and mustard wedge

1975-1983

SC.211.3.6.7 Item - Arsho for Super Shoe Biz black
and white leather peep toe with black
wedge

1975-1983

SC.211.3.6.8 Item - Arsho for Super Shoe Biz black
satin slingback peeptoe pumps with satin
bow

1975-1983

SC.211.3.6.9 Item - Arsho for Super Shoe Biz red
leather slingback pumps with woven
perforated front

1975-1983
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SC.211.3.6.10 Item - Arsho for Super Shoe Biz white
leather slingback pump with perforated
front straps and red heel

1975-1983

SC.211.3.6.11 Item - Arsho for Super Shoe Biz blue
leather pump with ankle strap and teal
leather detailing at toe

1975-1983

SC.211.3.6.12 Item - Arsho for Super Shoe Biz yellow,
blue, red, green, and pink satin mules
with geometric pattern, low wedge

1975-1983

Sub-series SC.211.3.7: Super Shoe Biz, 1975-1985
Creator: Baghsarian, Arsho

Date: 1975-1985 (date of creation)

Physical description: 8 shoes (1 pair, 6 singles)

Publication status:

Published

File / item list

Ref code Title Dates Access status Container
SC.211.3.7.1 Item - Super Shoe Biz red leather low

heel with laces and metallic leather
detailing

1975-1985

SC.211.3.7.2 Item - Super Shoe Biz metallic blue
leather low heel with metallic leather
detailing at toe and heel

1975-1985

SC.211.3.7.3 Item - Super Shoe Biz green leather
low heel with green and brown leather
detailing at toe and heel

1975-1985

SC.211.3.7.4 Item - Super Shoe Biz dark green leather
peep toe low wedge

1975-1985

SC.211.3.7.5 Item - Super Shoe Biz red leather low
wedge with basketweave front and small
gold stones

1975-1985

SC.211.3.7.6 Item - Super Shoe Biz brown leather shoe
with metallic weaving, closed toe, low
wedge

1975-1985

SC.211.3.7.7 Item - Super Shoe Biz black leather
pumps with red leather rose

1975-1985

Sub-series SC.211.3.8: Shoe Strings, 1979-1982
Creator: Baghsarian, Arsho

Date: 1979-1982 (date of creation)

Physical description: 22 shoes (7 pairs, 8 singles)

Publication status:
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Published

File / item list

Ref code Title Dates Access status Container
SC.211.3.8.1 Item - Shoe Strings low wedges with

colorful ribbon and mesh front and red
and yellow ribbon ankle ties

1979-1982

SC.211.3.8.2 Item - Shoe Strings low wedges with
metallic leather and mesh front and
metallic leather ankle strap

1979-1982

SC.211.3.8.3 Item - Shoe Strings red leather open toe
low heeled sandals with ankle strap and
red leather bow at toe and white edges

1979-1982

SC.211.3.8.4 Item - Shoe Strings red leather low
heeled sandal with ankle tie and bow on
top

1979-1982

SC.211.3.8.5 Item - Shoe Strings red and black leather
low pump with red platform and heel

1979-1982

SC.211.3.8.6 Item - Shoe Strings cyan sneaker 1979-1982
SC.211.3.8.7 Item - Shoe Strings yellow sneaker 1979-1982
SC.211.3.8.8 Item - Shoe Strings light pink sneakers 1979-1982
SC.211.3.8.9 Item - Shoe Strings hot pink sneaker 1979-1982
SC.211.3.8.10 Item - Shoe Strings red canvas with gold

embroidered stripes, gold ankle ties, low
espadrille wedges

1979-1982

SC.211.3.8.11 Item - Shoe Strings red canvas with gold
sequins, red ankle tie, low espadrille
wedge

1979-1982

SC.211.3.8.12 Item - Shoe Strings colorful striped
woven straw sandals with woven straw
wedge

1979-1982

SC.211.3.8.13 Item - Shoe Strings white canvas sandal
with wooden wedge carved with palm
trees

1979-1982

SC.211.3.8.14 Item - Shoe Strings white ribbon and
mesh shoes with low espadrille wedge

1979-1982

SC.211.3.8.15 Item - Shoe Strings metallic bronze
sandal with ivory heel

1979-1982

Sub-series SC.211.3.9: Arsho for Shoe Biz, 1979-1986
Creator: Baghsarian, Arsho

Date: 1979-1986 (date of creation)

Physical description: 111 shoes (35 pairs, 41 singles)

Publication status:

Published
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File / item list

Ref code Title Dates Access status Container
SC.211.3.9.1 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz low black satin

wedges with metallic silver and clear
stone butterfly applique

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.2 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz low black
wedge with mesh toe with black
embroidery

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.3 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz low black
leather heel with black and white woven
detailing on sides

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.4 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz low black
wedge with mesh and black leather toe

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.5 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz low black
leather heel with white leather detailing
and laced bow

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.6 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz dark magenta/
fuchsia leather shoes with black wedge

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.7 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz black leather
low heel with black and metallic suede
bow

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.8 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz teal leather
pumps with ankle strap

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.9 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz dark blue and
teal leather peep toe pump with wave
pattern

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.10 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz navy leather
pump with white leather triangle
detailing

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.11 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz black leather
pumps with flower cut outs to colored
leather

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.12 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz gray
leather low heel with ankle strap and
monochromatic gray leather detailing on
toe

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.13 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz gray leather
peep toe low wedges with woven leather
detailing at toe

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.14 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz brown leather
shoes with low black heel and brown
leather bow

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.15 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz low heel
sandal with black, white, and brown
striped straps

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.16 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz woven leather
shoe, half black and half metallic gold,
low heel

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.17 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz maroon patent
leather low pump with scalloped edge

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.18 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz maroon patent
leather low heel

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.19 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz dark purple
patent leather pump with scalloped edge

1979-1986
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SC.211.3.9.20 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz teal patent
leather peep toe slingback pump with
blue edges

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.21 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz red leather
peep toe pump with pale red detailing
around edges

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.22 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz pastel purple
leather sandal with low brown wedge

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.23 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz woven white
leather mules with low wooden wedge

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.24 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz cream colored
leather sandal with ankle tie and low
brown wedge

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.25 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz red leather
woven mules with low wooden wedge

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.26 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz teal leather
open weave mule with low wooden heel

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.27 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz red, yellow,
blue, and green open weave mule with
low black wooden wedge

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.28 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz mustard color
woven leather mules with low wooden
heel

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.29 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz teal woven
leather shoes with low wooden heel

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.30 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz mint linen
peep toe pump with clear stones and
silver embroidery

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.31 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz teal suede
pump with embroidered flowers

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.32 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz pink leather
pump with light pink leather appliques
and clear stones

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.33 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz toupe leather
pump with light toupe leather bow
applique on side

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.34 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz red leather
pump with peach leather applique bow
on side

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.35 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz red satin peep
toe pump with bow and clear stones
around peep toe

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.36 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz mint leather
heeled sandals with ankle tie

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.37 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz magenta
leather peep toe d'orsay pump with
magenta flower and green leaf detailing

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.38 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz red woven
leather sandals with low wooden wedge

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.39 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz red crocodile
leather slingback sandals with laced up
front and low black wedge

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.40 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz pale pink satin
mules with monochromatic embroidered
pattern and low white patent wedge

1979-1986
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SC.211.3.9.41 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz pale pink
leather mules with tan leather low wedge

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.42 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz magenta
snakeskin thong sandal with ankle tie and
flat black square base

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.43 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz purple
crocodile sandal with ankle tie and low
wooden wedge

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.44 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz cream colored
snakeskin sandal with low black leather
wedge

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.45 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz white leather
sandal with ankle tie and low yellow
leather wedge

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.46 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz white leather
sandal with low black leather wedge

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.47 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz mauve leather
sandal with ankle strap and purple wedge

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.48 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz peep toe
espadrille wedges with floral embroidery

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.49 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz peep toe
sandal wedges with red snakeskin toe and
black wedge

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.50 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz peep toe
sandal wedge with teal snakeskin toe and
black wedge

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.51 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz navy cotton
espadrille with rainbow laces

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.52 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz blue cotton
espadrille with green stripe

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.53 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz green suede
shoe with black rubber sole and black
laces

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.54 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz brown
leather espadrille flat with white leather
drawstring laced around top

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.55 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz white leather
espadrille flats with brown leather
drawstring laced around top

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.56 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz blue leather
low wedge espadrille with green leather
ankle tie, and red, pink, and yellow
detailing

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.57 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz yellow leather
low wedge espadrille with orange leather
ankle tie and red, teal, and pink detailing

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.58 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz white woven
leather mules with low wooden wedge

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.59 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz white, brown,
and black woven leather slingback with
black wedge

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.60 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz red leather
slingbacks with orange leather applique
and low orange leather heel

1979-1986
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SC.211.3.9.61 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz red leather
slingback with orange leather applique
and low orange leather heel (same as
3.7.61, left shoe)

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.62 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz white leather
backless peep toes wedge low wedge

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.63 Item - Arsho for shoe biz mint satin
backless peep toes with black wedge

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.64 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz cream colored
leather peep toe pump with mustard and
olive leather stripes

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.65 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz black suede
peep toe d'orsay pump with silver
metallic detailing

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.66 Item - Arsho for shoe biz metallic leather
d'orsay peep toe pump with applique
petals

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.67 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz black satin
pumps with gold and silver embroidery

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.68 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz teal leather
slingback pumps with blue and purple
leather stripes

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.69 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz purple leather
pump with metallic detailing

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.70 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz flat thong
sandal with geometric red, blue, and
yellow leather circle strap

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.71 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz flat thong
sandal with purple and red leather fan
design on strap

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.72 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz black and
indigo woven leather slingback sandals
with low black heel

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.73 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz red woven
leather shoes with ankle buckle and low
black heel

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.74 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz purple leather
and mesh sandal with low heel

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.75 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz white and
black leather sandal with t-strap and low
black wedge

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.76 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz black and
purple woven leather slingback sandals
with low black heel

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.77 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz black shin-
shams with colorful embroidery

1979-1986

SC.211.3.9.78 Item - Arsho for Shoe Biz white shin-
shams with colorful embroidery

1979-1986

Sub-series SC.211.3.10: Stuart by Stuart Weitzman, 1985-2005
Creator: Baghsarian, Arsho

Date: 1985-2005 (date of creation)

Physical description: 40 shoes (14 pairs, 12 singles)
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Publication status:

Published

File / item list

Ref code Title Dates Access status Container
SC.211.3.10.1 Item - Stuart by Stuart Weitzman black

satin backless low heels with circle of
colored stones

1985-2005

SC.211.3.10.2 Item - Stuart by Stuart Weitzman navy
and green suede flats with yellow suede
arrow at toe and heel

1985-2005

SC.211.3.10.3 Item - Stuart by Stuart Weitzman
navy and purple suede flat with pink
embroidered US 1

1985-2005

SC.211.3.10.4 Item - Stuart by Stuart Weitzman white
leather flat with yellow, pink, red, and
orange leather applique and yellow low
espadrille wedge

1985-2005

SC.211.3.10.5 Item - Stuart by Stuart Weitzman sandal
with clear plastic shimmery straps, gold
leather slingback, low cork heel

1985-2005

SC.211.3.10.6 Item - Stuart by Stuart Weitzman blue
suede slingback thong sandal with purple
and teal suede flowers

1985-2005

SC.211.3.10.7 Item - Stuart by Stuart Weitzman
metallic leather open weave thong
sandals with low wooden wedge

1985-2005

SC.211.3.10.8 Item - Stuart by Stuart Weitzman black
suede smoking shoe with metallic leather
appliques, low heel

1985-2005

SC.211.3.10.9 Item - Stuart by Stuart Weitzman black
canvas shoes with gold shoelaces and
platform espadrille

1985-2005

SC.211.3.10.10 Item - Stuart by Stuart Weitzman tan
leather oxfords with cutouts and small
gold studding

1985-2005

SC.211.3.10.11 Item - Stuart by Stuart Weitzman
metallic gold woven leather sandals with
low platform and mid heel

1985-2005

SC.211.3.10.12 Item - Stuart by Stuart Weitzman white
leather slingback thong sandal with red
and pink suede flowers

1985-2005

SC.211.3.10.13 Item - Stuart by Stuart Weitzman black
suede smoking shoe with multicolored
suede appliques and low heel

1985-2005

SC.211.3.10.14 Item - Stuart by Stuart Weitzman red
suede peep toe with multicolored suede
and mesh around toe, low red espadrille
wedge

1985-2005

SC.211.3.10.15 Item - Stuart by Stuart Weitzman
slingback peeptoe pumps with black

1985-2005
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leather, mesh, and white embroidery, low
platform and high heel

SC.211.3.10.16 Item - Stuart by Stuart Weitzman black
leather and ? Boots, mid calf, mid heel

1985-2005

SC.211.3.10.17 Item - Stuart by Stuart Weitzman black
pointed toe pumps

1985-2005

SC.211.3.10.18 Item - Stuart by Stuart Weitzman blue
suede slingback platform sandal with
multicolored suede straps and cutout
wedge

1985-2005

SC.211.3.10.19 Item - Stuart by Stuart Weitzman
metallic green low platform wedge
sandal with black spandex bands

1985-2005

SC.211.3.10.20 Item - Stuart by Stuart Weitzman gold
metallic leather slingback thong sandals
with leather flowers and low wooden
wedge

1985-2005

SC.211.3.10.21 Item - Stuart by Stuart Weitzman
slingback sandals with white leather and
brown leather laces, low heel

1985-2005

SC.211.3.10.22 Item - Stuart by Stuart Weitzman beige
leather gladiator sandals with low heel

1985-2005

SC.211.3.10.23 Item - Stuart by Stuart Weitzman
slingback thong sandal with suede
strawberry appliques

1985-2005

SC.211.3.10.24 Item - Stuart by Stuart Weitzman green
suede flat with clock applique

1985-2005

SC.211.3.10.25 Item - Stuart by Stuart Weitzman blue
suede flat with traffic light at toe

1985-2005

SC.211.3.10.26 Item - Stuart by Stuart Weitzman oxford
with black and white leather and silver
mesh

1985-2005

Sub-series SC.211.3.11: Stuart Weitzman, 1986-2008
Creator: Baghsarian, Arsho

Date: 1986-2008 (date of creation)

Physical description: 67 shoes (32 pairs, 3 singles)

Publication status:

Published

File / item list

Ref code Title Dates Access status Container
SC.211.3.11.1 Item - Stuart Weitzman black patent

leather sandals with black ribbon and
kitten heel

1986-2008

SC.211.3.11.2 Item - Stuart Weitzman silver slide
sandal with square lucite heel

1986-2008

SC.211.3.11.3 Item - Stuart Weitzman black backless
shoe with low black patent heel

1986-2008
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SC.211.3.11.4 Item - Stuart Weitzman red patent
backless sandal with low red heel and
printed sole

1986-2008

SC.211.3.11.5 Item - Stuart Weitzman black suede
pumps with black braided leather
detailing

1986-2008

SC.211.3.11.6 Item - Stuart Weitzman brown suede
pumps with brown braided leather
detailing

1986-2008

SC.211.3.11.7 Item - Stuart Weitzman slingback sandals
with brown platform and light brown
leather straps

1986-2008

SC.211.3.11.8 Item - Stuart Weitzman slingback sandals
with black platform and brown suede
straps

1986-2008

SC.211.3.11.9 Item - Stuart Weitzman brown leather
pointed toe shoes with very low heel

1986-2008

SC.211.3.11.10 Item - Stuart Weitzman brown suede
pumps with emproidery at toe

1986-2008

SC.211.3.11.11 Item - Stuart Weitzman metallic and
black leather oxford pumps

1986-2008

SC.211.3.11.12 Item - Stuart Weitzman peep toe d'orsay
shoes with clear plastic and black leather,
mid heel

1986-2008

SC.211.3.11.13 Item - Stuart Weitzman sandals with
white leather ankle strap, clear rhinestone
circle at toe (thong type sandal, but no
strap)

1986-2008

SC.211.3.11.14 Item - Stuart Weitzman high heel
backless sandals with two clear/yellow
plastic bands and black heel

1986-2008

SC.211.3.11.15 Item - Stuart Weitzman brown leather
backless sandals with mid heel

1986-2008

SC.211.3.11.16 Item - Stuart Weitzman white leather
basketweave slingback shoes with low
heel

1986-2008

SC.211.3.11.17 Item - Stuart Weitzman black woven
leather shoe with buckle, low heel

1986-2008

SC.211.3.11.18 Item - Stuart Weitzman dark brown
leather pointed toe shoes with very low
heel

1986-2008

SC.211.3.11.19 Item - Stuart Weitzman black leather
pointed toe shoes with toupe detailing
and very low heel

1986-2008

SC.211.3.11.20 Item - Stuart Weitzman sandals with
black leather straps, front platform and
low heel

1986-2008

SC.211.3.11.21 Item - Stuart Weitzman sandals with
brown elastic bands and mid heel

1986-2008

SC.211.3.11.22 Item - Stuart Weitzman backless black
leather sandals with low wedge

1986-2008

SC.211.3.11.23 Item - Stuart Weitzman sandals with
brown leather straps, black front platform
and low heel

1986-2008
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SC.211.3.11.24 Item - Stuart Weitzman thong sandals
with toupe braided leather straps and low
wooden heel

1986-2008

SC.211.3.11.25 Item - Stuart Weitzman slingback sandal
with brown and black striped leather
front band and black mid heel

1986-2008

SC.211.3.11.26 Item - Stuart Weitzman slingback sandals
with slightly metallic brown elastic bands
and brown platform

1986-2008

SC.211.3.11.27 Item - Stuart Weitzman mid heel sandals
with black big toe strap and black, white,
brown leather striped band around foot

1986-2008

SC.211.3.11.28 Item - Stuart Weitzman black leather
pointed toe shoes with black bow, very
low heel

1986-2008

SC.211.3.11.29 Item - Stuart Weitzman slide sandal
with woven leather design band and mid
wooden heel

1986-2008

SC.211.3.11.30 Item - Stuart Weitzman low heel thong
sandals with metallic leather scales and
small stone detailing

1986-2008

SC.211.3.11.31 Item - Stuart Weitzman caramel leather
peep toe shoes with elastic opening and
low wooden heel

1986-2008

SC.211.3.11.32 Item - Stuart Weitzman high heel thong
sandal with thin leather straps and silver
hardware encrusted with clear stones

1986-2008

SC.211.3.11.33 Item - Stuart Weitzman bronze canvas(?)
backless shoe with mid heel

1986-2008

SC.211.3.11.34 Item - Stuart Weitzman black suede
pump with gold embroidery and
multicolored stones

1986-2008

SC.211.3.11.35 Item - Stuart Weitzman open toe backless
black satin shoe with silver stone
encrusted heel

1986-2008

Sub-series SC.211.3.12: Stuart Weitzman New York, 1986-2008
Creator: Baghsarian, Arsho

Date: 1986-2008 (date of creation)

Physical description: 16 shoes (8 pairs)

Publication status:

Published

File / item list

Ref code Title Dates Access status Container
SC.211.3.12.1 Item - Stuart Weitzman New York black

velvet d'orsay pump with black bow and
clear crystal encrusted balls

1986-2008
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SC.211.3.12.2 Item - Stuart Weitzman New York black
satin d'orsay pumps with two straps in
front

1986-2008

SC.211.3.12.3 Item - Stuart Weitzman New York
oxford pumps with black pebbled leather
and white suede

1986-2008

SC.211.3.12.4 Item - Stuart Weitzman New York clear
plastic peep toe slingback shoes with mid
lucite heel

1986-2008

SC.211.3.12.5 Item - Stuart Weitzman New York navy
suede platform sandals

1986-2008

SC.211.3.12.6 Item - Stuart Weitzman New York
pearlescent cream colored ballet flats

1986-2008

SC.211.3.12.7 Item - Stuart Weitzman New York black
elastic slingback shoes with low heel

1986-2008

SC.211.3.12.8 Item - Stuart Weitzman New York
beige leather slingback sandal with low
wooden heel

1986-2008

Sub-series SC.211.3.13: Stuart, 1987-1996
Creator: Baghsarian, Arsho

Date: 1987-1996 (date of creation)

Physical description: 29 shoes (7 pairs, 15 singles)

Publication status:

Published

File / item list

Ref code Title Dates Access status Container
SC.211.3.13.1 Item - Stuart black satin kitten heels with

satin and crystal encrusted rose at toe
1987-1996

SC.211.3.13.2 Item - Stuart brown leather lace up mid-
calf low heel boot with livestock print

1987-1996

SC.211.3.13.3 Item - Stuart olive, black, and brown
suede shoes with black studs and black
espadrille wedge

1987-1996

SC.211.3.13.4 Item - Stuart red leather and suede low
heel ankle boot with big red bow

1987-1996

SC.211.3.13.5 Item - Stuart black suede shoes with
brown embroidery and small gunmetal
studs, low heel

1987-1996

SC.211.3.13.6 Item - Stuart black suede shoes with
multicolor suede patches, small black
studs, and low wedge

1987-1996

SC.211.3.13.7 Item - Stuart flat denim espadrilles with
silver studs and clear stones

1987-1996

SC.211.3.13.8 Item - Stuart pink leather shoes with
mesh, multicolor pastel leather swirls,
low wedge

1987-1996
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SC.211.3.13.9 Item - Stuart blue canvas low espadrille
wedge with pearl studded anchor

1987-1996

SC.211.3.13.10 Item - Stuart black suede shoe with pink
and olive suede geometric designs, low
heel

1987-1996

SC.211.3.13.11 Item - Stuart ivory leather and metallic
leather shoe with yellow wedge

1987-1996

SC.211.3.13.12 Item - Stuart black elastic shoe with
metallic gold, bronze, and silver
embroidery, small gold studs and clear
stones, low black espadrille wedge with
gold embroidery

1987-1996

SC.211.3.13.13 Item - Stuart red leather and leather
basketweave peep toe shoes with low
wooden wedge

1987-1996

SC.211.3.13.14 Item - Stuart denim low wedge espadrille
with metallic embroidery, small gold
studs, clear stones

1987-1996

SC.211.3.13.15 Item - Stuart silver leather slingback
open toe pump with mesh and clear stone
studded bows

1987-1996

SC.211.3.13.16 Item - Stuart gold leather thong sandal
with four metallic leather balls encrusted
with clear stones, low wedge

1987-1996

SC.211.3.13.17 Item - Stuart black and brown leather
oxford with small black studs, low heel

1987-1996

SC.211.3.13.18 Item - Stuart brown leather and white
braided leather t-strap sandals with low
wooden wedge

1987-1996

SC.211.3.13.19 Item - Stuart gold leather thong sandal
with five gold leather rings encrusted
with clear stones, low wedge

1987-1996

SC.211.3.13.20 Item - Stuart mauve suede with woven
leather and suede high heeled boot

1987-1996

SC.211.3.13.21 Item - Stuart brown leather with woven
leather mid heel boot

1987-1996

SC.211.3.13.22 Item - Stuart green suede low heeled boot
with suede appliques and bronze studs

1987-1996

Sub-series SC.211.3.14: Arsho, 1988-2005
Creator: Baghsarian, Arsho

Date: 1988-2005 (date of creation)

Physical description: 107 shoes (44 pairs, 19 singles)

Publication status:

Published

File / item list

Ref code Title Dates Access status Container
SC.211.3.14.1 Item - Arsho black suede shoes with gold

leather detailing and low heel
1988-2005
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SC.211.3.14.2 Item - Arsho black velvet and brocade
shoe with low heel

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.3 Item - Arsho black satin shoes with clear
stone stripe, mid heel

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.4 Item - Arsho black suede shoes with
black suede flower and small black
stones, mid heel

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.5 Item - Arsho black suede shoes with pink
leather stripe, mid heel

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.6 Item - Arsho black suede shoes with red
leather stripe, mid heel

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.7 Item - Arsho black satin peep toe
slingback pumps with small black and
clear stone encrusted leaf applique

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.8 Item - Arsho black satin pumps with red
stone encrusted cherries hanging off the
back

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.9 Item - Arsho black satin slingback pumps
with stone encrusted cherries and leaves
at front

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.10 Item - Arsho black satin slingback pump
with clear stone encrusted leaves at front

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.11 Item - Arsho black satin mid heels with
red satin rose and green stone encrusted
stem

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.12 Item - Arsho black velvet pump with
black satin rose

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.13 Item - Arsho black satin pump with disk
embellished with small clear and brown
stones

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.14 Item - Arsho black suede pumps with
gold leather detailing

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.15 Item - Arsho black satin pump with big
gold leather button

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.16 Item - Arsho black satin pump with gold
embroidery and multicolored stones

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.17 Item - Arsho black suede pump with gold
embroidery and multicolored stones

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.18 Item - Arsho black suede shoe with gold
embroidery and low heel

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.19 Item - Arsho purple suede pumps with
gold leather swirls

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.20 Item - Arsho gray suede shoes with silver
metallic floral print, low heels

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.21 Item - Arsho black satin shoe with red
satin rose and red ribbon, low heel

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.22 Item - Arsho black satin shoes with rose
encrusted with small black and clear
stones, black ribbons, low heel

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.23 Item - Arsho black satin shoes with bow
encrusted with small clear and black
stones, low heel

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.24 Item - Arsho black satin shoes with clear
stone bow embellishment, mid heel

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.25 Item - Arsho patent plaid printed pumps 1988-2005
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SC.211.3.14.26 Item - Arsho beige and cream leather
shoe with cutouts, mid heel

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.27 Item - Arsho black, brown, and ivory
leather shoe with cutouts, low heel

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.28 Item - Arsho low heel ankle boots with
olive suede and snakeskin

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.29 Item - Arsho slingback sandal with
green, yellow, and red grass woven front
crossed bands, low black heel

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.30 Item - Arsho paisley leather mid heel
shoes

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.31 Item - Arsho pink leather and snakeskin
pump

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.32 Item - Arsho black suede shoes with
brown crocodile stripe and mid heel

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.33 Item - Arsho gray leather oxford with
silvery and snakeskin detailing, mid heel

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.34 Item - Arsho black and white leather shoe
with mid heel, cutouts

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.35 Item - Arsho gold metallic shoe with gold
embroidery, mid heel

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.36 Item - Arsho primary colored leather and
black mesh slingback pump

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.37 Item - Arsho gold leather thong sandals
with multicolor suede colorblocking and
low wedge

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.38 Item - Arsho purple suede pump with
black suede colorblock at heel and
maroon leather detailing

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.39 Item - Arsho yellow low wedge
espadrille with multicolor striped toe

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.40 Item - Arsho white leather sandal with
black and brown leather woven detailing,
low black heel

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.41 Item - Arsho snakeskin sandals with
beige ankle wrap and low wedge

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.42 Item - Arsho black and bronze woven
leather slingback sandal with low black
heel

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.43 Item - Arsho gold leather and black mesh
geometric cutout pumps

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.44 Item - Arsho black satin and black
mesh geometric cutout pumps with gold
embroidery

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.45 Item - Arsho black suede mid heels with
gold foil circles

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.46 Item - Arsho black suede mid heels with
ruffle flower and gold embroidery

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.47 Item - Arsho silver leather mid heels
with mesh cutouts and small clear stone
detailing

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.48 Item - Arsho gold peep toe pumps with
clear stone embellished bow at heel

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.49 Item - Arsho gold and silver strap
slingback sandals with low heel

1988-2005
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SC.211.3.14.50 Item - Arsho bronze mid heels with
round gold studs

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.51 Item - Arsho black satin mid heels with
multicolor stone embellished flower

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.52 Item - Arsho black velvet pumps with
gold bow

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.53 Item - Arsho black satin pumps with
purple satin bow

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.54 Item - Arsho black satin pumps with
black velvet spots and black stone
detailing

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.55 Item - Arsho gray suede and black
spotted pumps with black and silver
striped heels

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.56 Item - Arsho yellow leather and
multicolor leather woven mules with low
wooden wedge

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.57 Item - Arsho gold leather pumps with
dark gold honeycomb overlay

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.58 Item - Arsho pink and purple leather
flower slide with low black heel

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.59 Item - Arsho black satin pumps with
clear stone swirl designs

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.60 Item - Arsho black satin pumps with rope
circles at heel

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.61 Item - Arsho black leather mid heel boot
with silver leather at top

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.62 Item - Arsho eggplant leather mid heel
boot with bronze leather at top

1988-2005

SC.211.3.14.63 Item - Arsho dark red leather boots with
red stripe down black, low heel

1988-2005

Sub-series SC.211.3.15: Arsho for Stuart Weitzman, 1995-2008
Creator: Baghsarian, Arsho

Date: 1995-2008 (date of creation)

Physical description: 28 shoes (11 pairs, 6 singles)

Publication status:

Published

File / item list

Ref code Title Dates Access status Container
SC.211.3.15.1 Item - Arsho for Stuart Weitzman black

satin pointed toe pump with clear stone
detailing

1995-2008

SC.211.3.15.2 Item - Arsho for Stuart Weitzman white
leather low wedge thong sandal with red
suede lips (same as 2.11.3.13.4, right
foot)

1995-2008
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SC.211.3.15.3 Item - Arsho for Stuart Weitzman gold
metallic leather sandals with gold stone
dome at toe and low heel

1995-2008

SC.211.3.15.4 Item - Arsho for Stuart Weitzman black
suede sandal with multicolor stone dome
at toe and low heel (same as 211.3.13.6,
right foot)

1995-2008

SC.211.3.15.5 Item - Arsho for Stuart Weitzman white
leather low wedge thong sandals with red
suede lips

1995-2008

SC.211.3.15.6 Item - Arsho for Stuart Weitzman black
suede sandal with multicolor stone dome
at toe and low heel (same as 211.3.13.4,
right foot)

1995-2008

SC.211.3.15.7 Item - Arsho for Stuart Weitzman black
satin smoking shoe with gold embroidery
at toe and low heel

1995-2008

SC.211.3.15.8 Item - Arsho for Stuart Weitzman
black leather shoes with stone and stud
detailing, mid heel

1995-2008

SC.211.3.15.9 Item - Arsho for Stuart Weitzman purple
suede shoes with stone and stud detailing,
mid heel

1995-2008

SC.211.3.15.10 Item - Arsho for Stuart Weitzman brown
leather shoes with velvet tongue and
buckles across, mid heel

1995-2008

SC.211.3.15.11 Item - Arsho for Stuart Weitzman black
leather shoe with black satin bow, mid
heel

1995-2008

SC.211.3.15.12 Item - Arsho for Stuart Weitzman black
satin and velvet shoes with satin bow,
clear stones

1995-2008

SC.211.3.15.13 Item - Arsho for Stuart Weitzman white
pebbled leather slingback with black
mesh, low heel

1995-2008

SC.211.3.15.14 Item - Arsho for Stuart Weitzman
black suede smoking shoe with silver
embroidery at heel and toe, low heel

1995-2008

SC.211.3.15.15 Item - Arsho for Stuart Weitzman black
suede shoe with cutouts, mid heel

1995-2008

SC.211.3.15.16 Item - Arsho for Stuart Weitzman black
velvet smoking shoe with black satin and
three button detailing, low heel

1995-2008

SC.211.3.15.17 Item - Arsho for Stuart Weitzman
gold metallic leather and clear plastic
slingback pumps with clear stones

1995-2008
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